FURNITURE COLLECTION

ABOUT 101 COPENHAGEN
101 Copenhagen is a Danish design brand founded in 2017 with a strong vision to
create a world of beautiful lighting and accessories of exquisite craftsmanship, quality
and timeless design for Scandinavian living. With a passion for materials and refined
textures combined with our design aesthetic and an organic, calm color scheme, we
are proud to present a collection filled with must-have novelties and timeless classics.

OUR CREATIVE DRIVE
The 101 Copenhagen carefully curates and design objects for Scandinavian living. The
creative drive is centered in a fusion of the Scandinavian design tradition influenced by
the timeless Japanese approach to material and techniques.
The objects designed reflects the symbioses of design traditions whilst also featuring
unique embedded stories, symbols and associations expressed in a minimalist idiom.
The design approach is notably holistic, the work process is dynamic and characterized by freedom of expression, which creates unique and timeless pieces.
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Kristian Sofus Hansen
Kristian is a Danish designer graduated from the Royal Danish
Academy of Fine Art whilst also spending time in Japan studying at
the Kyoto Institute of Technology.
Kristian started collaborating with Tommy Hyldahl in 2016 for
101 Copenhagen and has now ventured out in the world of lighting
solutions and home accessories for the compagny.

Nicolaj Nøddesbo
Nicolaj is a Danish designer from the Aarhus School of Architecture.
Nicolaj joined the design team in 2017 and has since developed
truly iconic pieces including innovative light solutions and timeless
novelties in the accessories department.
Nicolaj strives to create functional design with personality and
character, focusing on materiality and tactility creating minimalistic
and sculptural designs.

Tommy Hyldahl
Tommy is the founder and partner in 101 Copenhagen and has been
involved in the creative direction of the company since its start.
Tommy launched 101 Copenhagen in 2017 a company that focuses
on designing and curating home accessories and lighting solutions
for Scandinavian living.

BIG FOOT
BIG FOOT with its sculptural and organic shapes the Big Foot Stool is a simple and contemporary stool
design, suitable for a wide range of interiors schemes. The simple stool design consists of three circular
legs and a round soft seat, all surfaces upholstered with natural sheepskin in color off-white. Designed
by Kristian Sofus Hansen & Tommy Hyldahl

BIG FOOT
SHEEPSKIN
No. 201018

BRUTUS
The Brutus collection is inspired by the architectural Brutalism movement of the mid-20th century. Each
style is designed as a simplified block-like structure, which reminisces architectural building components of concrete. Brutus also refers to the Roman Empire, founders of classic architectural geometry.
The Brutus collection features a dining chair, lounge chair and a coffee table all made in hand painted
lightweight fiber concrete, which creates a unique surface texture and increases mobility Designed by
Kristian Sofus Hansen & Tommy Hyldahl

BRUTUS COFFEE TABLE
COFFEE
No. 201007

BRUTUS

BRUTUS LOUNGE CHAIR
COFFEE
No. 201006

BRUTUS DINING CHAIR
COFFEE
No. 201005

SCULPT
Sculp stool is inspired by the architectural Brutalism movement of the mid 20th century. The stool is
designed as a simplified block-like structure, which reminisces architectural building components of
concrete. Sculp is cast in lightweight fiber concrete and hand painted which creates a unique surface
texture and increases mobility. Sculp cushion can be purchased for increased comfort.
Designed by Kristian Sofus Hansen & Tommy Hyldahl

SCULPT STOOL CUSHION
LEATHER
No. 111154

SCULPT STOOL
CONCRETE
No. 111155

BOW
The Bow console is inspired by the architectural Brutalism movement of the mid-20th century. The design of the console draws parallels to the old aqueducts from the Roman Empire and classic architectural
geometry. Repetition of arches are creating a beautiful silhouette combining architecture and design,
creating a boxy and pure design classic. The Bow console is hand painted and made of lightweight fiber
concrete, which creates a unique surface texture and increases mobility. Designed by Kristian Sofus
Hansen & Tommy Hyldahl

BOW CONSOLE
COFFEE
No. 203030

PHANTOM
The phantom coffee table is characterized by its unique casting technique, creating a raw and unpolished surface texture. Phantom is a naive and yet has a refined design. Phantom coffee tables are featured
in a tall and a low version made of cast iron and hand painted in a beautiful burned antique color, which
give the coffee tables a modern profile, sophisticated and subtle design embedded in its expression.
Designed by Kristian Sofus Hansen & Tommy Hyldahl

PHANTOM COFFEE TABLE LOW
BURN ANTIQUE
No. 011253

PHANTOM COFFEE TABLE TALL
BURN ANTIQUE
No. 011251

PILLAR
Pillar is inspired by the rich lustrous use of material in the 1930´s Art Deco movement. The coffee table
is characterized by the contrast between a paper-thin tabletop and voluminous base, embracing the
material itself. The Pillar coffee tables are featured in a tall and a low version, made of plated metal in
tree colors; brass, burned black and zink which gives a sophisticated appearance and combined with the
simple yet refined design makes a unique addition to your home. The curved exterior makes this table
great for classic and contemporary interiors alike. Designed by Kristian Sofus Hansen & Tommy Hyldahl

PILLAR COFFEE TABLE TALL
BRASS ANTIQUE
No. 201024

PILLAR COFFEE TABLE LOW
BRASS ANTIQUE
No. 201023

PILLAR

PILLAR COFFEE TABLE TALL
BURNED BLACK
No. 201026

PILLAR COFFEE TABLE LOW
BURNED BLACK
No. 201025

PILLAR COFFEE TABLE TALL
ZINK
No. 201028

PILLAR COFFEE TABLE LOW
ZINK
No. 201027

HAKO BENCH
Hako, the Japanese word for box or storage, is a collection of storage and furniture objects inspired by
Japanese living. Hako features a bar and storage object, console, bench, coffee table and side table.
Each product is handmade of massive ash with French bamboo mesh, creating a semitransparent front
or top surface. The wooden surfaces smoothly transition into metal frames and fittings, creating a refined modern expression. The conic shaped legs and slim metal tray is made of plated metal. Designed by
Kristian Sofus Hansen & Tommy Hyldahl

HAKO BENCH
BURNED BLACK
No. 201037

HAKO BENCH
BRASS
No. 201036

HAKO COFFEE TABLE

HAKO COFFEE TABLE TALL
BURNED BLACK
No. 201033

HAKO COFFEE TABLE LOW
BURNED BLACK
No. 201035

HAKO COFFEE TABLE TALL
BRASS
No. 201032

HAKO COFFEE TABLE LOW
BRASS
No. 201034

HAKO BAR & CONSOLE

HAKO BAR
BURNED BLACK
No. 193001

HAKO CONSOLE TABLE
BURNED BLACK
No. 201039

HAKO BAR
BRASS
No. 111110

HAKO CONSOLE TABLE
BRASS
No. 201038

DELANO
Delano is a collection of carpets inspired by Art Deco patterns. Decorative Patterns found within Art Deco
hotels from the mid-20th century, has been simplified to fit a modern home decor. The beautiful Delano
carpet is made from 100% wool which create a refined and modern expression for your home. Designed
by Kristian Sofus Hansen & Tommy Hyldahl

DELANO CARPET
OCHER
No. 201031

DELANO CARPET
TERRACOTTA
No. 201030

DELANO CARPET
OFF WHITE
No. 201029

GET IN CONTACT WITH US
Global sales inquiries:
General inquries:
Support inquiries:

sales@101cph.com
info@101cph.com
support@101cph.com

PRESS KITT // IMAGEBANK
Press inquiries:
For Press kitt & Imagebank please go to:

press@101cph.com
www.101cph.com

